CASE STUDY

DELIVERING EXEMPLARY CUSTOMER
SERVICE TO A NATION OF GROWING FEET

CONTINUED SALES
GROWTH AND
PROFITABILITY

£100K COST SAVING
FROM WAREHOUSE
REVIEW

IMPROVED DATA
ACCURACY AND GDPR
COMPLIANCY

It’s not just the nations feet that are reported
to have grown by two sizes on average over
the last four decades, UK-based multi-channel
retail company Foot Shop has more than
trebled turnover during their 35-year history.

Challenges
Continued growth of turnover and proﬁts
Reduce warehouse and supply chain costs
Expand online channels
Develop new routes to overseas markets
Manage customer data in a GDPR-governed
environment

Benefits
£100k cost saving in ﬁrst year of new
warehouse system
Ongoing operational eﬃciency cost savings
each year
Improved accuracy of customer and prospect
database
Enhanced stock availability, accuracy and
transparency
Flexible platform enabling channel and global
market expansion

A saving of £100,000 was achieved
in the first year thanks to the
reductions in warehouse space and
labour costs, without compromising
service, as well as ongoing
efficiency savings each year.
Nick Brine,
Operations Director

Multiple Sales Channels

About Foot Shop
Foot Shop Ltd sells specialist footwear, socks, hosiery

Foot Shop represents a true omni-channel organisation,

and foot comfort products around the world through

operating mail order catalogue, contact centre, online and

its Cosyfeet brand. The company continues to increase

store channels. Underpinning this successful business is

turnover and proﬁts, whilst seeking new ways to

the Elucid multi-channel retail system from Sanderson.

market. Future plans include international growth,

The technology enables the retailer to eﬃciently manage

managing the transition of telephone and mail order

stock in its supply chain, facilitate customer orders, and

volumes to more web-based transactions and

according to operations director Nick Brine, acts as a

continuing to deliver key operational eﬃciencies.

fundamental backbone to the business.

Elucid has certainly helped us keep pace
with the market and we enjoy the ﬂexibility
that Elucid oﬀers. It’s an oﬀ-the-shelf
system and we’re able to adapt it to meet
the demands of our business.

Customer service first
The ﬂexibility of the system has been a crucial part of

It was a multi-faceted piece of work which resulted in

Foot Shop’s growth, supporting new routes to market

Foot Shop moving away from a bulk stock with a

and new sales channels, including Amazon, eBay and JD

separate pickface made up of daily replenishment - to

Williams. The Elucid system has not only enabled the

having all stock on a pick-face continually.

company to solve speciﬁc challenges but has

Total demand on warehousing space was dramatically

consistently delivered increased operational eﬃciencies

reduced, and the Elucid system streamlined the goods in

through various projects following its initial

process via RF trackers while supporting a shift to

implementation.

virtual stock allocation.

Back in 2012, it embarked on a lean process mapping

Brine estimates a saving of £100,000 was achieved in

project to reduce the amount of space and movement in

the ﬁrst year thanks to the reductions in warehouse

its fulﬁlment operation, and to increase stock accuracy.

space and labour costs, without compromising service,

At the centre of this decision was a need to improve the

as well as ongoing eﬃciency savings each year.

fulﬁlment options to customers and at the same time,
reduce operating costs.

Customer centricity and
inspiring confidence
“Without an accurate mailing list and an active

Brine notes: “Sanderson has delivered a solution that

email list we don’t have a business,” says Brine.

enables us to regularly clear people out of the database,

“Elucid enables us to understand the data we hold

and it’s resulted in a major reduction in our risk under

about customers, where it is, and how to manage

GDPR.”

it.” In addressing GDPR regulations, Foot Shop has

At Foot Shop, the issues around GDPR are further

worked with the Sanderson team to install

complicated because it sells products of a medical nature

appropriate data management techniques. The

which are exempt from VAT. HMRC rules dictate that

initiative involved cleansing the retailer’s database

customer details for these products need to be kept on ﬁle

of 2.1 million people to only include active

for up to seven years after their last purchase – adding an

customers and viable prospects.

additional challenge under modern data regulations.

Customer Experience (4.8)
Product Rating (4.6)

Elucid solves this challenge, enabling Foot Shop to ﬂag
those customers, explain speciﬁcally how their data will
be used and store their information in the appropriate
manner until a time when HMRC no longer needs a
record of that sale.
“I have every conﬁdence Sanderson understands our
needs, and this work inspires customer conﬁdence. If it
wasn’t for the ﬂexibility and understanding oﬀered by
the team we’d be sitting around wondering how we
manage the situation.”

It was a project delivered in stages and
one of our most signiﬁcant business
achievements working in partnership
with Sanderson.

Ecommerce expansion
Like many businesses of its size, Foot Shop uses

retail has become. He describes Elucid as “a clever

Magento for eCommerce and Sage for accounting – and

all-encompassing system that can help you achieve your

the Elucid system integrates seamlessly into these

goals”, and says from day one after deploying it “the

solutions.

warehouse worked like a dream”.

The Amazon marketplace is used as an additional sales

The technology has clearly helped Foot Shop evolve

channel to complement Foot Shop’s own web and

their proposition and support new initiatives, whilst

catalogue channels, and trial European expansion. The

continuing growth and proﬁtability.

Elucid integration has automated a previous a full-time,
but ineﬃcient, role in the business.

“I don’t know what the next big idea is yet, but what I’m
conﬁdent about is that once that idea sparks – whether

“The advent of an Elucid integration means once the

it’s a development around eﬃciency that changes

initial set-up is completed it’s a case of providing a

demand on a system or something else – I’ll be able to

daily-updated stock feed and seasonally-updated

go to Elucid and run with it,” says Brine.

product feed, and orders placed via Amazon are
smoothly imported into the back oﬃce before they are

Whatever those next steps turn out to be, Brine and

fulﬁlled by our warehouse – it’s just easy.”

Foot Shop Ltd are conﬁdent Elucid has the built-in
ﬂexibility – in combination with the open-mindedness

Brine acknowledges the decision to invest in Elucid at

of the Sanderson team – to help drive success.

the turn of the millennium was a positive one in light of
the more digital, omni-channel and fast-changing world

Without such a ﬂexible system we might not have been able to grow
and develop the business into the proﬁtable organisation it is today.
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